


FAMILY OF   FONES
(Teen Edition)

PARENTS
Many of us have love-hate relationships with cell phones when it comes to family time
and teenagers. Family time can often be interrupted with a tweet, tag, or text. But for
one night, why not invite them to family time with their cell phone? 

Create some family fun and laugh with “Family of Fones!”

SETUP
	 •	Cut	out	the	twenty-five	“Family	of	Fones”	cards	and	shuffle	them.
 
	 •	Gather	everyone	to	sit	around	a	table	or	sit	in	a	circle	on	the	floor	with	a	cell	phone.	If	
 younger siblings are present, have them team up with an older sibling or parent.
 
	 •	Place	the	cards	in	the	middle	of	the	table	or	circle	face	down.
 
	 •	Ask	everyone	to	turn	their	phones	face-down	in	front	of	them	until	they	hear	“Go!”

OBJECT
	 Be	the	first	player	to	collect	five	cards	(or	a	number	you	decide)	by	the	end	of	the	game.

GAME PLAY
	 •	The	first	person	pulls	the	top	card	from	the	pile	and	reads	it	to	the	rest	of	the	players.	This	
 person is now the “judge” for their turn.
 
	 •	The	judge	uses	the	phone’s	stopwatch	as	a	60-second	countdown	for	the	other	players	to		 	
 complete the assignment.
  Example: “Show us the last nature picture you took on your phone.” If there is only one 
  player that has a nature picture in 60 seconds, they automatically win, OR if there are 
  multiple players with nature pictures, the judge gives a point to the player who gets to 
	 	 the	picture	first.
 
	 •	The	judge	will	reward	the	card	to	the	player	that	“can	complete”	the	assignment	or	the	“first”	
	 to	complete	the	task.
 
	 •	The	next	player	goes,	and	the	game	continues	until	all	the	cards	are	gone	or	until	someone	
	 has	5	(or	more)	cards.



Show the last 
picture	you	took	

of yourself.

First person 
to open the 
weather app 
and tell the 
temperature

Find a funny 
and clean 

“online fail” video.

Play	the	
last song 

on your playlist.

A	silly	picture	
of a person 
in the room.

The	emoji	
that best 

represents you.

A	GIF	that	
best describes 

the judge.

How many 
miles is it 

to the beach?

A	picture	of	
the food you 
ate recently.

Search	Google	
images with 
your name. 

Silliest picture 
wins.

Take	a	
“duckface”	

selfie.

Take	a	picture	
of your 

bare foot.

Find a funny 
news story 

from	last	week.

Find a funny 
SpongeBob 

Meme.

Find a weird app 
from the app store 
(not	on	your	phone)

Find a picture
of a fancy 
coffee.

How much would 
it	cost	to	fly
 to Hawaii 
tomorrow 
afternoon?

Zoomed-in 
picture of 

your nostril

According	to	
Judges 3:13, 
Eglon	attacked	
and	took	over	

what city?

Most text 
messages

Most pictures Closest to 
100%	charged

Most music apps Least contacts Most unread 
emails


